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Question 1

Which is often the subject of Shirin Neshat’s photographs?
a.	Islamic history
b.	Islamic landmarks
c.	Islamic men
d.	Islamic women
[hide]20_23_Late Modernism and Postmodernism_Understand_20[/hide]
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=564659

Question 2

Where are Cycladic figurines usually found?
a.	in and around graves
b.	in megarons
c.	in temples
d.	in homes
[hide]05_02_Bronze Age in the Aegean_Understand_5[/hide]
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=564133

Question 3

Which of the following is a mixture of clay and water that is applied to the surface of an unfired ceramic vessel?
a.	niello
b.	slip
c.	glaze
d.	enamel
[hide]05_19_Emergence of Greek Civilization_Understand_5[/hide]
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=564150

Question 4

Which artist inspired the poses and landscape in Thomas Gainsborough’s Robert Andrews and Frances Carter?
a.	Kauffmann
b.	Watteau
c.	Fragonard
d.	Giorgione
[hide]17_09_Moralizing Narratives and Portraits_Understand_17[/hide]
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=564541

Question 5

Which is a process in which lines are cut into a plate with a burin and the low areas are printed?
a.	aquatint
b.	engraving
c.	woodcut
d.	lithography
[hide]12_10_Graphic Arts_Remember_12[/hide]
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=564379

Question 6

Which of the following best describes Cycladic sculpture?
a.	It has been reduced to geometric essentials.
b.	It is rounded and fleshy.
c.	Sculptures are in the shape of houses, boats, birds, and animals.
d.	The glazes are splashed freely over the sculptures and allowed to run.
[hide]05_03_Bronze Age in the Aegean_Understand_5[/hide]
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=564134

Question 7

Which of the following refers to the illusion on a flat surface of objects projecting sharply into space?
a.	foreshortening
b.	shading
c.	undercutting
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d.	modeling
[hide]05_30_Classical Period_Understand_5[/hide]
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=564161

Question 8

In manuscripts during the Gothic age, illuminators used columns of medallions and colors, both of which were derived from
a.	stained-glass windows.
b.	cloisonné metalwork.
c.	portal sculpture.
d.	Italian frescos.
[hide]11_12_Gothic Art in France_Understand_11[/hide]
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=564351

Question 9

Which is a wood-frame church that has four huge timbers that form the structural core of the building?
a.	stave church
b.	basilica
c.	hall church
d.	cottage church
[hide]10_06_British Isles and Scandinavia_Understand_10[/hide]
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=564312

Question 10

To whom does the phrase le Roi Soleil (“the Sun King”) refer?
a.	Phillip IV of Spain
b.	Charles I of England
c.	Louis XIV of France
d.	Henri IV of France
[hide]14_21_France_Remember_14[/hide]
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=564455

Question 11

Which is the first free-standing bronze equestrian statue since antiquity?
a.	Riemenschneider’s Entry of Christ into Jerusalem
b.	Gislebertus’s Flight into Egypt
c.	Donatello’s Gattamelata
d.	Verocchio’s Bartolomeo Colleoni
[hide]12_16_Italian Renaissance Art in Florence_Remember_12[/hide]
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=564385

Question 12

What does the writing suggest in Wenda Gu’s United Nations–Babel of the Millennium?
a.	the importance of all life on earth
b.	electronic communication
c.	uniting of cultures
d	limitations of human knowledge
[hide]20_21_Late Modernism and Postmodernism_Understand_20[/hide]
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=564657

Question 13

How does the altar from Pergamon highlight the characteristics of Hellenistic art?
[hide]05_39_Hellenistic Art_Apply and Analyze_5[/hide]
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=564170

Question 14

Why was Caravaggio’s work sometimes rejected?
a.	It was too brutally naturalistic.
b.	It was too idealized.
c.	His patrons wanted larger work.
d.	His patrons wanted greater realism.
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[hide]14_05_Rome_Understand_14[/hide]
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=564439

Question 15

Topic: Abstract Expressionism
Skill Level: Understand the Concepts
Difficulty Level: Moderate
6.	According to Clement Greenberg, a work of art should be judged solely on 
a.	convincing narrative.
b.	visual perception.
c.	accurate representation.
d.	spatial depth.
[hide]20_06_Abstract Expressionism_Understand_20[/hide]
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=564641

Question 16

Describe the characteristics of the Les Fauves movement, using Le Bonheur de Vivre (The Joy of Life) by Henri Matisse as an example.  
[hide]19_33_Early Modernism in Europe_Apply and Analyze_19[/hide]
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=564633

Question 17

Which of the following describes the work of Louise Nevelson?
a.	polished steel inspired by the formalism of Analytic Cubism
b.	a construction of discarded packing boxes, spindles, and other wooden refuse
c.	kinetic sculpture that destroys itself
d.	monumentally scaled objects from popular culture
[hide]20_08_After Abstract Expressionism_Understand_20[/hide]
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=564643

Question 18

Discuss the change from the Old Kingdom tombs to the New Kingdom tombs.
[hide]03_29_New Kingdom_Apply and Analyze_3[/hide]
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=564094

Question 19

Citing examples, discuss what the Roman Empire valued based on the commemorative nature of the architecture.
[hide]06_34_Imperial Rome_Apply and Analyze_6[/hide]
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=564204

Question 20

Which of the following describes the roads built around Pueblo Bonito?
a.	wide and straight
b.	concentric
c.	radiating
d.	following the terrain
[hide]15_20_North America_Understand_15[/hide]
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=564484
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